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PACKAGES

RALLY SELFDRIVE EXPERIENCE

DAYLIGHT RALLY SELFDRIVE
A RALLYSTAR adrenaline filled day, starts off with an interesting introduction session
during which we discuss our passion, “the art of driving”, rallying as a sport and the
incredible experience of participating.
We also tell you about the rules for the day and chat in general about drivelines, rally
car behaviour, what to do and what not to do.
This intro session taken seriously is worth the time and money spent for the whole course.
You can of course sit looking around, thinking about the previous evening or even how
you are going to drive without listening - and not get much worth - that is up to you. We
are glad to say that 98% of people do not disappoint.
We give you a short lecture in the use of Pace Notes and by the time you get to do your
special stage you will drive it like a rally driver!
After the theory we all move to the track for the real McCoy!
We would like to remind you that you are in the bushveld. Please do not fool around with
cigarettes or matches, and keep your eyes open when walking in the grass. The snake in
the bible was not the last one around! Do not forget the sunblock and sexy hat!
Then also stay off the road and if you have children - they are your responsibility. Rally
and racing will always be dangerous - so please take extra care and do not do anything
silly.
When we arrive at the track, you will be taken around it to look at and discuss “racing
lines”, brake-points, etc.
We will point out the danger points, the specific things to watch out for. Please do not try to
memorise the track as you will come short! Listen to your navigator and drive accordingly!
After the recce and instructions you be allowed to get behind the steering wheel of a real rally
car for your first laps. This is mainly to familiarise yourself with the car and get the feeling of its
power and behaviour on gravel.
Then follows what you have been waiting for!
The chance to get the feel of the power and sensational adrenaline rush generated by a rally car
driven in anger!

Depending of your ability and concentration levels after you complete your final lap , you will be
taken directly onto the Special Stage which runs over a road you do not know. There you will
have to drive according to the calls of your navigator and mistakes could be expensive.
THE QUESTION IS...
Have you the ability to drive and keep a rally car on the road while memorising instructions as
they come, then execute them in the right order, while listening to the next ones coming your
way...??
Instructions come at machine gun tempo and you will have to interpret them as you drive
through the RALLYSTAR special stage! This is where you need to keep your cool and prove that
you have what it takes!
Then, after you completed all your runs we will pump every drop of adrenaline you still have left,
through your veins, when one of our instructors will, as a bonus, take you for a Hotseat Spin
around the specialist rally track.
The amount of fun you will have at Rallystar will depend on you - all you have to do is to drive
within your limits, listen to your instructor/navigator and it will be a day you will always remember.
RALLYSTAR is different, unique, fun and after this experience you will have new respect for the
ability of rally drivers who do all these things at high speed!

NEW!!!

NIGHT RALLY SELFDRIVE

Slightly more expensive than the daylight Self-drive Experience, but completely
different. Night time through the bushveld at speed is simply crazy!
Everything we do is exactly as during the daylight run except that you will then
be able to SEE properly! The powerful rally lights offers an incredible experience one we promise you will never forget.
A hotseat spin at night is a real bladder burster and should be handled with care!
No weak hearts or valves!
Remember the night drives are only offered on Wednesday and Friday evenings
and you may want to sleep over at the venue - which will give you a chance to
enjoy all the other entertainment offered.

PACKAGE 1

DAYLIGHT RALLY SELFDRIVE

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE

RATES

@ THE CLUBHOUSE
• 45 Minutes Briefing Session
@ THE TRACK
• Recce Run
(Passenger)
View track and see racing lines
• FAMILIARISATION LAPS
(Driver)
No Helmet - get to feel the car
• ADVANCED LAPS
(Driver)
Helmet - full intercom, at comfortable pace
• SPECIAL STAGE
(Driver)
Pace note navigation through Special Stage
• RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN
(Passenger)

INDIVIDUAL

R3 495
PER PERSON

GROUP RATE

R2 995

5+ PARTICIPANTS

PER PERSON

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
• Certificate of Participation
• Water and Coldrinks
Will be provided during the
session.

AVAILABILITY

• Light Meal

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 10h00 - 14h00
Saturday
10h00 - 14h00
Sunday
11h00 - 15h00

Each participant gets a
hamburger or boereworsrol after
completing the session.
Please inform us when making a booking of
special dietary requirements. Unfortunately
we don’t offer Halaal catering.

Sessions usually last 1.5 - 3 hours depending on size of group.

PACKAGE 2

NIGHT RALLY SELFDRIVE

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
@ THE CLUBHOUSE
• 45 Minutes Briefing Session
@ THE TRACK
• Recce Run
(Passenger)
View track and see racing lines
• FAMILIARISATION LAPS
(Driver)
No Helmet - get to feel the car
• ADVANCED LAPS
(Driver)
Helmet - full intercom, at comfortable pace
• SPECIAL STAGE
(Driver)
Pace note navigation through Special Stage
• RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN
(Passenger)

RATES
INDIVIDUAL

R3 950
PER PERSON

GROUP RATE

R3 495

5+ PARTICIPANTS

PER PERSON

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
• Certificate of Participation
• Water and Coldrinks
Will be provided during the
session.

AVAILABILITY
Wednesday and Friday Nights Only
Summer 18h00 - 22h00
Winter
17h00 - 21h00

• Snacks
Snacks will be made available
during the session.
Please inform us when making a booking of
special dietary requirements. Unfortunately
we don’t offer Halaal catering.

Sessions usually last 1.5 - 3 hours depending on size of group.

PLEASE NOTE: This is a weather dependant activity and excessive rain before or during the event can cause postponement
or cancellation of sessions even while in progress. Vehicles can break at any time and although we take special care to have
cars running at all times, the non-availability of and/or unobtainable spares are major factors. We do carry some spares but
cannot guarantee speedy repairs. Instructors can become ill and the track can wash away.
If sessions are stopped due to mechanical failures the remainder of such runs will be rescheduled to future dates.

PACKAGES

RALLY HOTSEAT EXPERIENCE

DAYLIGHT RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN
The Rallystar Rally Hotseat Experience starts with a short briefing during
which we explain what you can expect in a rally car.
Then you are safely strapped into one of our powerful rally cars and one of
our professional rally drivers will take you around part of the specialist rally
stage at a medium pace to familiarise you with the rally car and get the
adrenaline pumping.
Then when you start to believe that it can’t be all that bad, all hell breaks
loose when our professional rally driver opens up the powerful rally car and
takes you for the ride of your life!

NEW!!!

NIGHT RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN

We now do our famous action packed, adrenaline pumping
Rallystar Hotseat Spin at night.
Imagine going at high speed around corners in the dark.
A hotseat spin at night is a real bladder burster and should be handled
with care!
No weak hearts or valves!

PACKAGE 3

DAYLIGHT RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
@ THE CLUBHOUSE
• 15 Minute Briefing Session
@ THE TRACK
• Recce Run - Get the feel of the car
• High Speed Laps around the track

RATES
INDIVIDUAL

R 875
PER PERSON

(Passenger)
(Passenger)

GROUP RATE

R 775

5+ PARTICIPANTS

PER PERSON

AVAILABILITY

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Saturday and Sunday
13h00

• Certificate of Participation

The Rally Hotseat experience usually lasts 10 minutes from being
strapped in up to finishing your ride. Waiting time depends on the
number of participants present.
Weekday (Tuesday Wednesday, Friday) bookings can be made for
groups of 5 and more.

PACKAGE 4

NIGHT RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
@ THE CLUBHOUSE
• 15 Minute Briefing Session
@ THE TRACK
• Recce Run - Get the feel of the car
• High Speed Laps around the track

RATES
INDIVIDUAL

R 995
PER PERSON

(Passenger)
(Passenger)

GROUP RATE

R 895

5+ PARTICIPANTS

PER PERSON

AVAILABILITY

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

Wednesday and Friday Nights Only
18h30

• Certificate of Participation

Alternating with Selfdrives
The Rally Hotseat experience usually lasts 10 minutes from being
strapped in up to finishing your ride. Waiting time depends on the
number of participants present.

PLEASE NOTE: This is a weather dependant activity and excessive rain before or during the event can cause postponement
or cancellation of sessions even while in progress. Vehicles can break at any time and although we take special care to have
cars running at all times, the non-availability of and/or unobtainable spares are major factors. We do carry some spares but
cannot guarantee speedy repairs. Instructors can become ill and the track can wash away.
If sessions are stopped due to mechanical failures the remainder of such runs will be rescheduled to future dates.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

SESSION TIMES AND AVAILABILITY
Bookings need to be made at least two to three weeks in advance to ensure availability.
Bookings confirmed only on full payment.
WHEN SPECIALS ARE OFFERED THE BOOKING IS CONFIRMED BY THE PAYMENT BEFORE DUE DATE.

RALLY HOTSEAT SPIN SESSIONS
Daylight - 13h00 Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Night run - Wednesday and Friday from 18h30 alternating with self-drives.
Weekday (Tuesday Wednesday, Friday) bookings can be made for groups of 5 and more.
A SESSION can be booked for fewer people but then at the prescribed fee.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PLEASE READ

RALLY SELF DRIVE SESSIONS
Day session 10h00 to about 14h00 Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday.
There may be second sessions on certain days.

Night Sessions: Summer 18h00 to 21h00 and Winter 17h00 - 22h00.

POINTS TO REMEMBER
This is a weather dependant activity and excessive rain before or during the event can cause
postponement or cancellation of sessions even while in progress.
Vehicles can break at any time and although we take special care to have cars running at all
times, the non-availability of and/or unobtainable spares are major factors. We do carry some
spares but cannot guarantee speedy repairs.
Instructors can become ill and the track can wash away.
If sessions are stopped due to mechanical failures the remainder of such runs will be rescheduled
to future dates.
Clients agree that although we will do our best to accommodate them on suitable dates, this will
not always be possible. Sessions can be postponed for a number of times.
Please note that any Session can be stopped due to unacceptable behaviour of a customer/
driver who is on his/her own or is part of a group and no refund or rescheduling will be done.
Customers who are more than 15 minutes late for their scheduled time may lose their opportunity
to participate.
No customer will be allowed to participate in driving a car if we suspect that the customer
consumed any alcohol or that the customer’s behaviour may be affected by the use of any legal
or illegal substance.
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Sunday sessions will commence at 11h00 and will finish around 14h30.

Duration of Drive Sessions
The Rally Hotseat spins usually lasts 10 minutes from being strapped in up to finishing your ride.
Waiting time depends on the number of participants present. You usually won’t wait for longer
than 30 minutes. This however is only a guideline as various conditions such as weather, repairs on
cars etc. can cause delays.
Self-drive sessions last about 1 to 3 hours depending on size of the group.
1 – 2 people: 1 – 1.5 hours
1 – 4 people: +/- 3 hours
1 – 6 people: +/- 4 hours

Rally Vehicles Used for Sessions:
All of our vehicles are more or less on the same performance level and can reach the same
speeds. All cars are rally-specification class N4 or class A7.
Vehicle makes - mostly Subaru, but can be changed without notice.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Customers who insist on carrying on may be subjected to alcohol tests.

Vehicles are rotated and any one to two of our vehicles will be used on any given day,
depending on the size of group and availability.

Participants take turns in driving with the instructor and all participants remain on same progress
level up to completion of the session. If a customer has to leave early - we can not accommodate as we do not break the rythm.
All rally cars are fitted with roll cages and rally safety belts.
All vehicle have manual transmissions.
Customers will not be allowed to time any runs whatsoever and no winners will or may be
declared without a MSA permit and or without being registered as a competitor with a valid
competition license. Timing is illegal and also dangerous. It is also embarrassing to careful drivers.
You are here to enjoy a nice run in a rally car, not to be declared world champion!

What to Wear:
Rallystar will supply a balaclava and protective rally helmet on the day.
Please wear comfortable light clothes and thin flat-soled shoes. Preferably wear a long sleeve
shirt with a collar – the latter is to protect your neck from the rather rugged safety harness.

Restrictions:
Minimum age for Rally Hotseat Spins is 12 and for Rally Self Drives is 16.
No person who can not drive a vehicle with a manual gearbox will be allowed to drive if they did
not complete a basic course with us. Participant must at least have basic knowledge of driving
and be capable of changing gears in a manual transmission vehicle.
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One rally vehicle can be used for groups of 8 to 10 people. We always try to have at least two
vehicles ready.

Weight restriction 125kg - persons with a waist size larger than 48 inches will not fit into our rally
cars safely.
Persons with a length of up to 1.9m should fit into the rally cars quite comfortably, but heavier and
taller people may be refused for safety reasons. Such bookings will be transferable to different
people. No Refunds.
Persons with serious health issues or previous injuries are advised not to do this activity unless they
are cleared by a doctor. Please do not hide especially back problems, heart and or any other
medical condition that may cause injury or damage to you and the property.
Rallystar, it’s personnel, any person directly or indirectly involved in any position with Rallystar and
or Sun Carousel shall not be responsible or accountable, held responsible or accountable, for any
injury, damage or whatever damage to any property of the customer, and or its guests or children
under its control.
Neither Rallystar nor Sun Carousel accept any responsibility for any injuries suffered during any
activity, in or outside of the vehicles. The run can only be done after proper completion and
signing of the indemnity. Indemnities to be signed in presence of the person responsible for
registration.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Participants under the age of 18 need an indemnity signed by a parent or guardian in our presence.

It is the sole responsibility of the client to ensure that he or she is properly strapped into the
harness of the rally vehicle at all times and that the helmet issued is a good fit.

SPECTATORS

Spectators are welcome and it is recommended to bring a camera to capture the excitement.
The rules for photographers will always be applicable to spectators as well. There will be competitions for best photograph on a monthly basis.
Please note that all activities take place outdoors and it is advised not to bring small children,
over 80’s or frail people, as conditions can be very dusty, warm or cold depending on the season.
Please make sure you have sunblock and a cap or hat for protection against sunburn. This is
Africa after all.

MEMORIBILIA
A video can be produced of parts of the experience, but quality can not be guaranteed. The
cost is a minimum of R350 plus R50 per extra person.
Digital pictures of every run will be available - plus minus 10 per run.
T-shirts, golf-shirts and caps will be offered for sale.
The driver’s name can be displayed on the car at R125 per name.
Company logos can be displayed on certain areas of the car, subject to permanent advertising
of sponsors. Price on quote.
Banners of companies with groups of more than 5 people may be displayed in indicated places.
We can manufacture as per quote or you may bring your own.
Please order Apparel such as T- shirts at least 7 days ahead of the booked date.
Rallystar can organise TV interview crews with experience who will do interviews with the participants. Price on request.
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Spectators will in some cases be expected to sign an indemnity.

All participants are required to sign an indemnity before partaking in any activity at the Rallystar
Track.

Refunds:
No refunds will be made under any circumstances. Persons who do not show up for their
appointments may lose full payment or a portion of it depending on the written arrangement.
Any cancellation of a booking must be made at least 4 days in advance and three possible
re-schedule dates must be given for reschedule of the bookings.
It is advisable to phone on the morning of the event, before you leave home, especially on rainy
days to make sure that the runs are still on for the day.
PLEASE SUPPLY A TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE WE CAN GET HOLD OF YOU.
We act in your safety - please listen to the instructions and control rules. There are other people
we have to consider all the time.
If you have any questions please phone Leon Botha on 082 555 3119 or send an sms or whatsapp.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Indemnity Form:
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See you soon.

